Dr. Rosscup’s 4 Volume *An Exposition on Prayer* has now been published in hardback books. It got off to a splendid boom at the Shepherd’s Conference.

The exposition took fifteen years to write. It does an exposition on more than a thousand passages that mention prayer in the 61 of the 66 books of the Bible which have any reference to talking with God. In each Bible book, an introduction is given, then take up each passage on prayer in succession as these occur throughout that book. AMG Publishing’s beautiful production includes an outline of each Bible book, traces the flow of thought true to the original context, then ends with principles for applying the prayer truths to our lives. Since prayer is found so frequently, saturating Scripture, the study of prayer becomes a kind of survey of the Bible. This is because the books make a strong effort to give the surrounding flow of context in which each prayer occurs. A very lengthy index of subjects related to prayer helps readers find just about any topic connected with prayer quickly in a particular Bible passage.

John MacArthur has described the set as, "the most comprehensive writing on prayer ever done," as far as he knows.

To encourage Dr. Rosscup you may contact him at jrosscup@tms.edu, and the AMG website, if you wish to look at details, is [www.expositiononprayer.com](http://www.expositiononprayer.com).
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